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ABSTRACT:
Digital elevation model (DEM) provides elevation information in raster format for an area which help in analysis as these phenomena
are gravity depended. Hydrological study requires creation of drainage network map. DEM is the primary input for this process.
Generally 6 or more processes are required to be completed to get the drainage network. These are available in form of hydrology tools
in the ArcGIS software. These processes are manual and time consuming which increases the chances of human error. An automated
process is constructed in this paper which aims to create a tool that can handle multiple files in an intelligent manner.
The input DEM plays a significant role in hydrological studies. This study attempts to do a comparative study to analyse the variation
in the drainage network and the intermediate products with the change in the input DEM.
A tool is created using ArcPy site package in Python programming language to integrate all required hydrology tools. The script is
then used to create a tool in ArcGIS 10 which takes location as an input parameter and perform the process on all the DEM files inside
the directory. The tool creates separate directory for every DEM file and thus reduces the chances of file mismanagement. The proposed
tool is tested on two different datasets namely ASTER GDEM and Cartosat DEM. The tool runs efficiently on both the datasets and
thus provides results to compare the drainage pattern produced by these different data sources.

1. INTRODUCTION
DEM or Digital Elevation Models are raster datasets that store
elevation points for very pixel. These height points or elevation
data is very essential in the hydrological modelling as these
phenomena are gravity depended and thus the height plays an
important role in their study (Callow, Van Niel, & Boggs, 2007).
The current ecosystem of GIS software provide a tools related to
hydrological studies but lack in file handling and integration of
various tools which are dependent on each other for input. These
tools help to analyse and study the drainage pattern of a terrain.
The primary input is the DEM of the terrain for these tools (Elgy,
2001). Further hydrological processing tools depends on the
resolution of this input DEM (Li & Wong, 2010). Thus for a same
area the drainage pattern can have variation depending on the
input DEM resolution.

12)Watershed. A majority of these tools uses the output of the
previous tool and thus are interdependent. Out of the 12 tools, 6
tools are used to produce feature data from a raster DEM input.
This process is widely used by hydrology experts and is generally
time consuming (Zhan & Huang, 2004). Also if the number of
files is large it becomes a tedious job and chances of human errors
increase. Thus tools which automate the process and capable to
handling files in an efficient manner will be very useful as it will
reduce the time and chances of errors. The primary input is DEM
raster file and the further dependence is described in Fig 1.

The current study will try to construct a tool that integrate and
automate the various hydrology tools available in ArcGIS to
analyse drainage pattern using ArcPy (Dobesova, 2011,
Zandbergen, 2013). The comparison of various DEM sources and
the variation of the tool output on the input DEM data are also
studied.
2. BACKGROUND
ArcGIS 10 provides 12 tools in the hydrology toolbox section
which are 1)Basin 2)Fill 3)Flow Accumulation 4)Flow Direction
5)Flow Direction 6)Flow Length 7)Sink 8)Snap Pour point
9)Stream link 10)Stream order 11)Stream to Feature and

Figure 1. The flow dependency of various tools on each other.
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3. METHODOLOGY
The primary task was to first develop a workflow of how the tools
are dependent on each other and understanding the parameters
related to each tool. Following is the detailed description of the
tools and their required parameters.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Fill – Since a DEM file can have inaccuracy causing
creation of sink area in the result, it is required to apply
FILL tool which takes DEM file as input and produces
sink less DEM raster file as output.
Flow Direction –This tool creates a raster of flow
direction from each cell to its steepest down slope
neighbour. The input is the DEM raster file and the
output is a raster with each pixel depicting a direction
in the form of a colour (8 directions).
Flow Accumulation – This tool creates a raster of
accumulated flow into each cell. The input is the flow
direction file and the output is a raster with each cell
depicting the numbers of cells accumulating their flow
towards it. Thus the higher value indicates that the
specific cells receives more accumulation and can be
identified a potential water stream.
Stream link –This tool assigns unique value to section
of a raster linear network between intersections. It
takes 2 raster inputs which are flow accumulation and
flow direction and gives a raster as output
Stream order- This tool assigns a numeric order to the
streams depending on the number of streams join as a
branch. It takes stream link and flow direction as input
and produces a raster where different colours depict the
various order of the streams.
Stream to Feature – This tool coverts the raster stream
network to a vector format where line features
represent different. It takes stream order and flow
direction as input and produces a shape file as output.

Figure 3. The GUI of the tool in ArcGIS.
Using ArcPy module, a script was constructed which where these
tools were combined. The script was then used to create the tool
in ArcGIS 10. The option to create files was given with the help
of check box thus enable user to select which files he wants to
create. The produced tool’s GUI is shown in the Fig 3.

Figure 2. The workflow of the tool
The second task was to tackle the issue of file handling. A work
flow, as represented in Fig 2, was formulated. As shown in the
figure, the user will input a Location/Directory contain various
DEM files in IMG format and the Location/Directory where he
wants to store the output. The algorithm will use the name of the
files and make directory in the output folder to store the produced
files. For every DEM file, as specific directory will be made and
will contain the various produced output files.

Figure 4. Location of Study area located in the Siwaliks region.
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The tool was tested for its time efficiency by comparing the same
amount of work done by a professional GIS expert and the tool
performs much faster than the user with zero errors. The various
output files produced in the process are compared in Fig 7 and 8.
The close observation on the features shows that the output
Cartosat DEM is much variation from ASTER GDEM. This
observation is same almost for all the intermediate output raster
files.

Figure 5. Terrain map of Dehradun and selected part of DEM
The created tool is used on two different DEM dataset which are
(1) ASTER GDEM 30m resolution and (2) Cartosat 1 DEM 30m
resolution. The study area selected was a hilly terrain area near
Dehradun, Uttarakhand, India which is in the HimalayanSiwaliks region and provides a good area for hydrological study
due to its hilly terrain. The same year dataset for the study area
was acquired and thus two sets of data were created using the
tool, depicting the same area, but with input of different
resolutions.

Figure 6. Cartosat Pan DEM and ASTER GDEM of study area.

Figure 8. Flow direction (top) and flow accumulation (bottom)
raster produced by the tool using different DEM.
5. CONCLUSIONS

4. RESULTS
The tool performs its function efficiently and produces separate
directories for every input file. Its saves only the one which are
selected by the user in the tool GUI and thus avoids saving of
intermediate files which are not required by the user and helps to
reduced wastage of storage space.

Thus the proposed tool is capable of handling multiple files in an
intelligent manner and performs the various functions of
hydrology. The tool is capable to operate much faster than the
usual manual approach.
Since the tool integrates six hydrology tools in one master tool it
significantly reduces effort and time used for such analysis. The
tool can handle multiple DEM files in a given folder and store
output in different folders for each of the input DEM files. This
tool is much faster than the conventional method of using various
tools separately and creates an error free workflow with no
chances of mistakes (as observed in the test run).
There were a few limitation of the proposed tool. The basin tool
has not been integrated. But, this can be improved on in the
further versions. At present only small datasets can be handled.
Only layer files can be presently used in the tool. The naming of
file should also be checked as Arc GIS has a specific number of
characters for saving file

Figure 7. The output feature shape file of the process on ASTER
DEM and Cartosat DEM.
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